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Today, as we honor Martin Luther King, Jr. , we are thankful for his vision and for your commitment to
keeping his dream alive by taking action.
"Life's most persistent and urgent question is, 'What are you doing for others"
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.

ENGAGE JANUARY SPOTLIGHT
Engage in Music
Philharmonia
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Nassau Philharmonia launched in October 2015.
Engage volunteer leader Douglas Hoppe had his own vision. He
wanted to share his and his colleagues' artistic visions with the public
and provide a valuable and sustainable resource for musicians and
music lovers in the area.
Nassau Philharmonia depends on talented musicians of all age groups
who volunteer their time and musical skills to create a high level
enjoyable artistic experience. The mission of the group is to perform
concerts throughout Long Island. This month, Douglas and his
extraordinary group brought a variety show performance to an
audience of retired seniors at Friedberg JCC. There were selections
performed on guitar, clarinet, violin, cello, piano, as well as a vocal
selection of Fiddler on the Roof.
A round of applause for Douglas and his talented Nassau Philharmonia
volunteers for bringing beautiful music to our community!
photographed: (1) Douglas Hoppe on clarinet, Dzhuneyt Mustafa on Violin, Alexandra Calabro on
violin, Alison Verderber on viola, Franklin Verbsky on cello and Scott Gentile on piano (2) Naum
Goldenstein on clarinet and Markus Kaitila on piano (3) Lisbeth Wolgel vocalist, accompained by
Markus Kaitila on piano,

If you are interested in joining this group, please let us know!
Thank you for being a vital part of UJAFederation of New York's Engage
Jewish Service Corps on Long Island and Queens. Feel free to share Engage
news with friends and family.
Susan Berman, Community Organizer Long Island/Queens, sberman@sjjcc.org
Kathy Garneau, Sid Jacobson JCC, Kgarneau@sjjcc.org
Judy Goldberg, JCC Greater Five Towns, Judy.goldberg@guraljcc.org
Marcy Hallerman, Friedberg JCC, mhallerman@friedbergjcc.org
Gail Warrack, Mid Island Y JCC, gwarrack@miyjcc.org
Jordana Davidson, Samuel Field Y, jdavidson@sfy.org
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